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tlpadhya,  Bhagwat  Saran—Sabera.   (Hindi text),   pp.   170.
Sarasvati Mandir, Benares, 1941 (?).	[1503
Series of short historical stories giving the picture of the  civilisa-
tion and culture on India from the pre-Vedic times to the present day.
	• The River Sindhu of the Malavikagnimitra- JUPHS.
XIV. Pt. 1, pp. 9-20.	[1504
Identifies the river Sindhu of Kalidasa's Malavikagnimitra,. and
indicates incidentally, the north-western frontier of the Sunga empire.
The discussion is not free from difficulties and it incidentally brings
to the fore some very important points. There is an important
section of the Early History of India devoted by Dr. Vincent Smith
to a discussion of the invasion of Manander on India of which
several incidents and conclusions, which the writer indicates as un-
founded and mistaken.
	 On the River Sindhu of the Malavikagnimifcra.
JBBU. VI, pp. 171-179.	'	[1505
Meets the criticism of Mr. J. C Powell-Price of the writer's article
in the JUPHS, XIV, and shows that the Sindus of the Malauilta&nimitra
is the Indus.
Vira, Raghu — Our Ancient Institutions.   IE. Vol. 42, pp. 6-8.
[1506
Pilgrimage is considered as one of the many Institutions of Ancient
India. Mentions the purposes which the pilgrimages served.
Vyas, D. G.—Gajarati Sahitya Parishad Sammelan, Ohaudmun
Adhiveshan, Kala Vibhagna Pramukhnun Bhashan.
(G-ujarati text). Demy 8vo. pp. 19, Shahank Press, Bombay,
1941.	[1507
Presidential address of the Art Section of the I4th Session of the
Gujarati Literary Conference.
Wadia, Sophia—Preparation for Citizenship, Foreword by
Rabindranath Tagore, 754" x 4M"» PP- xii4-72. International
Book House, Bombay, 1941.	-[1508
This is a reprint of a series of three Mysore University Extension
Lectures delivered in September 1937. Mrs. Wadia's theme is that
democracy is essentially a spiritual principle, in keeping with the
Ideas of ancient India and based on the teachings of the Gim and the
Upanisads. She believes that the failure of democracy in the West
•was the result of its materialistic foundation and proceeds to show
how India can make a contribution to humanity be revived and
practising spiritual democracy, which she translates as Sva-Raj or
pf the Self." L. Per-eira, NR. XIV, p. 43$.

